
Amultiple scales ⑱

↳ typically needed when thereare two time or length scales ina

differential equation.
(Processes have theirown scales which act simultaneously...)

5Pooscillater

x+2xx21+x=0 Wth0<9x21 with x=1, x = 0 e+=0

treating the problem as a regular perturbation expansian:

Xrxotex+... - expand and wheat terms at each order:

01): ot xo = 0 mth X010) = 1,x010 = 0 = x01+) = cost.

012): xitx1=-1x==11x0 = 11-105371157)= Faust - E sint
-e

x1H = 2Itcost-fint)-E 1anst -ssrit) will generate
a resonant

putting the terms together: ferm...

x Itis cost + 2 (cost -sit)-iz 1n3t-3sn+17+. . .

we

R
vanfer fixedas to, but breaks down as tool)
because of the resonant farms.

Problem: dampingterm only changes the solution by all over a timescale
of o-vit's a show accumulation of small effects.
↳The processes on the cutterent timescales are fast
oscillations and slow damping.

solution - introduce two time vanables: T=t-fast timeof
Oscillation

T= It
-

showtimeof

amplitude
drift.



⑭
seen a solution x Itia)=x17i9)

"treat I andT as independent.
Yotf ffffffto

Converts ODES- PDES

OT le makes the problem
more complicated!-= oe+2dr++slc 3 lusually he aimto go the
one-way - to see that this
simplifies the problem
we keep gang... (

Expand: xt,Ti212X01T,T1 + 5x11T1T1+.. as atOf

0 190): Exo
ozt xo

= 0 mth Xo =1,8=0 at +=0

=>XoIT,T= RITILOSIT+ 8T1).
-

amphtude andphase constant as

far as the fast timescale I concerned,
but vary on slow timescalet.

Is => R10) = 1 and 010 =0.
owK1T1,017) as yet undetermined.

01: fx+x = -fx0lxot-11-20240->
&TOT

= 2R ISIT+0+12R+ +R3-RIsultoat- -

+ERsnts l resonate
with x, = 0, 04=-81o= - AR at t= 0 *

aT

-em
comes fromthe OK' termatt=0:I &If o S

⑭ so weneed to remove them on the expansion will cease to be
valufer too (again.
↳ use the freedom in RCT), at to do this ...



⑱
conditions: 2Rd = 0 E do

F
FO

2d + kRS-R =0EtP = IR14-R2)

solving: OIT = 0
lysing 010) =0and R(0) = 1)

R(T1 = 2(1+ 35-T1-E

->2asT> 0 is a stable umit cycle

: x ItIwXo(I,T)= Wst to (a)
11 +be

- st)E

can evaluate x, as x, (t T) = - jtR3anst+sgrilt+dITI)
-

amphinde+ phasetus.
suppressing will bedetermined bythe resonant

terms again. I a seculantly condition
on xz...

At higher orders, we would intact find that resonant forcing is
impossible to avoid - eg in solving fox, we cannot avoid resonance
in X2. can be mitigated by introducing another "slow-slow"
timescale: Tz =22t

X generally, itsimplies
NB could do everything using exponentials: the algebral

Xo = RITIcosIt+OITII = EIAE'+Fe-it) wth A = A(R,0) = Reio
ola: o+ x1 =-20X - (x8-118

= -i(e+Eerit]-CEIAeitAet11).[[AeIT
-Ae-it]= FildE-AI4-IARIle"+c.c.]+nonsecular terms.

suppressing resonanttems:AnA14-IAH
=>the'o+IRAeio = Relo. 514=R2

Im: Rao = 0 sameequs

Re: d= R14-RY 3 as before!



·enisation #

Example
*(b(x,)=f(x) *t(oil) with w(0) =a, u(l) = b-

- and 0<<<<1.

↳
0<D

- (x)<D(X E) <P+(x) mt P= continuous

1) r

Tereg D(x,1 = 10+ x+ EqrE)

a
question - can we approximate by x(5(x1x1 = f(x) Xc 10, 17

u(0) = a 3

u(l) =b
use the method of multiple scales:let u(xi<1 =u(x,X;a)mth x = x12
INB were I'll unite x=x and X= to make clear which x is which!

e otox = lotl(x(mx1 lodox(u) = f(x)

i(5+ox)(b(xx)/n+ ox(u) = 1)
92 here - Ml

Let U(x,X: =) = noke,x)+ <H,(x, X) +.. assume the need to go to

[ Ui bod- as is higherorder inIPhysicalin our calculations

0120): ID(x, x(Vox(x =0 ↓
0 (2): 1P(x, X) (U1x+ Von](x +(P(x, X) Mox(x =0

0(24:(p(x,X)(u2x+ u(x))x + (p(x,X)(u,x+Mox])x =f(x)

Integrating at 0s0): D(x,x(Uox =((x)

Eup(x,X) =(z(x) + x(x) + 1sdS



⑰Note that las,as rcrd(X) as X->0 since DIX) is bounded.

Recall that X: So as we take 250, Xxa and the Integral blows up
=>Need 9(x) = 0 to keep the solution bounded veins = Uo(x).

0(2):(P(x,X)[ux+ uxx))x + (x(x,X)uox)x =0
w
=> 0 Since No = Mo(x)

-

=8

iD1x,XI [UIx+ Uox] = d(x)

u(x,X) =dz(x) + d(x))asids - XYose
-

-- ord(X)
ord(x)

then, similarly, for useX) to be bounded, we need the ord(x1 terms
to balance le.

d(x) =(x/.Paas1dsJnox: =BH(x) nor
0(22):(D(x,X)[u2x + u,x))x +kx+ uox](x =f(x)

= d(x)

z(P(x,X)(uxx + ux](x =

f(x) - d(x)
=dx

= D(x,x) [Uzx+h(x] =e(x) + (f(x)- di(x)) X

uzx =x1 [ex) + If(x)-di(x)) X] - x,x
:Un(, X1 =

eclteaYasIdS,craccasYtOC
asxto

--

ord(X?) as X-*

↳ has morning to balance it as X->a



⑰Recall thatdix) = Ma(*/1.s1ds]Mose =PH(x) howe

then we need f(x) = dixe t
i(PH(x) ((z] = f(x)

↑ This is the homogenised equ!
NBIDIXX) is penodic, say with perod, then DH simplifies
by taking XEIN so that

x
from periodicity

xH
=Li

-

x+(X/x(s)as] =21ms/ds]-



⑰
tothe WKB method Iwentzel, Kramers and Brillain)

singular perturbation problem that does not have boundary layers:

[2y + y =0(0(9())
-

Osullatery solutions of the term y = Aros(Eto
a
highfrequency

- typical of many thiblems arsing in Oscellations
&

wave propaganch.

-Need a method to deal asymptotically (at ofmen theseproblems.

The WKB method is such a method termnear wave propagation problems.
Consider sty" +q(xly = 0 mth q(x10 In the region of Interest.

teads to thequestion of what happens when the frequency of
osculations is modulated on the slow scale.

↳ For the vander Poscullater inthe moths example, we sawp

that the amphinde was modulated on the slow scale. So,
here we expect that the frequency will be modulated on
the snow scale.

Frst-by the rotms- and see that it fails to capture thedynamics.

n2X =xt dB+ glaXly = 0 Goscllatarmth sold

varying frequency.

we might be tempted to menwritey = y(x,X) so that

+ 203+s3-q(xy =0 (0 =x +2)
Expandas y = yo sy,t... and collect terms to give



⑮
O(l): 00+ q(x)y = 0 = y = A(x)cs/q(x1X + 0(x)

-
arbitrary functions ofX-

determined by secularity
conditions at o(s).

0(2): otyi+ 2o5+ q(x(y = 0

=>

+ q(x,y =2y(A(X)q(x-an(q(X- X +0(x)

=*Adsri(qx +0

-*dd+ocos1q2X

Need both coelcents to be zero to avoid

resonant terms (secularity condition

=>(Age) =0 andNdo =0p
requires A=0 anceq-q(x) and 0 =0(x)

this cannot be satisfied for t X

↳ will happen whenever the

frequency of the fast oscillation
depends on the slow scale.

Instead of the Maths, we need to use a WKB expansion of the term

y(x) =e(x(1A(xis) NB meultimately want a real solution-

c
- but this is on since we can just

add the C.C. U
will ultimately expand
A(xis) using an

asymptotic expansion
Butnot().



⑯
then d = eidINIa [iNIA+A'T

=e9(x1k) -(A + 2'A'+"A +A"T
↓ek) - (A + 2A +"A +A"T + gIxIexk =0
=>s

= A"+ 2izy'A'+(-q1+i<q" +9]A =0.

Now, expand A by unting A: Not sAlt..., substitute and
collect terms:

Oll):[-9'+ 9] Ao =0 Ed'(x1= = 90(x)
12 y'(x) = IGTX

019): 29'A0 + 4"Ao

+39A
I 29'A' + 9 "Ao = 0

iIAo't E =0 E log (A),) =constantt

p
E No = g ae4.

recall((x) input

Hence, at leading order,

y = elP(xk A(Xi2/reld(X)/ Ao(x)

wy(x) = chineLinetaisida
NB Insisting yell - since be absorbed into

we have etthen we &-as is easiest

need x+ = x-cC.C.s. for agiven
problem



⑰
At higherorder:

0 (sn+1: An'+2ig'An'tiq" An = 0 Hirstorder, unear equs)

2i ((q'1 "An'=-Ant
L using integrating

-An =cnax
facters

C-what happens ifwe have a f(x) instead that has q(x1=0 for somex.
legas we go from q(x1c0 ->q(xk ok?
-

his change from silros- et.

Example
-

↳ semi-classical quantum turning parts.

It steady state schrodinger equ:

4" - x24 =-Ex mth 4 -> Oas X- X and 4'(0) =0 (XE,4()
--

Take aneven reflection
of 4 to generate an even
wave function for XEIR.

Problem-find the large (Ex1) elgenvalues NB-canonly find a solution
for some values of E-known
as the energy levels.

Rescale:y =4, x= Emtna=+
E

x(dropping bars (
= Cy" +(1-x"/y =0 and y(x) =0, y((0) =0 0<<<c1.

Proceeding exactly as before:y =e.(11 A(xicIve(/[CrAn(x
INB problem of thesame form
but domain is different. (

0(20):9'(x) = IJFXC
Blows upas X51-an

0 (2'): Ao (x) =

constantin
Y indication the WKB will not

was closeto x= 1, but it will

work either side louter regions).



S
using the WKB expansion:

*yr,o. ellssFsrdsN,ne-K).sFSrds
~ 2114Ws()"(Fs2ds)+ inSn(t)1F5rds)

then y'(0) = (i()(x=.+E +0(1) =0 (LHOUR

nence, at leading order, ko =0

yrx214Ws(t)"JFszds
x Noe termas we

#yr,a,e
-(jEdS want y(x) =0.
-

absorbi into the Integral (RHOUTZ)
- JESY = JST

solutions break down in a region around X= 1 > need to consider
an inner region ex=1 and then match to the CHIRH outer solutions.

oregion (around x=1) Let x= 1+a() X

anticipate o (2) small so that X-a
matches the RHenterandN--*

matches the CHenter.
wedon't know if the solutions inner lanter will be on the same
scale-since 11-x21 blows up as wego from enter to inner
= scale Y (x) = ockly

is-y + (1-x3y =0 = &Y "(x) + (1- 11 +iX(y =

0

Y"(X) -120,XY +5XY) =0
① ⑳ ⑤

NB @ <@
Hence dominant balance is = =20td = E1 small



⑳
let Y(X) = Y(X) +o(

small correction- won't evaluate the scale!

then Yo" (x1 - X% (x) =0 -Boundary conditions will come from
--

matching with the CHIRHcuter solus.
two unearly
independent sons.In

Yo(X1 = RoAi(xI+SoBi(x) AilBi-Airy functions

Ai(x) =π)ws(5+3 + xt)d+ vcx+e-X% as X -> &

~ x11+ an(z -X1-+E)
as Xx-N.

Bi(x) =F1.el-5+ +x+M - x1+27X"k as X-> *

~x1y+ws(z(-x1+E)
as X->-N.

penning these expansions is a more other exercise!)
Matching - inner (X-> N) with RHouter (x->1+).

In the inner solution: Bilx1-> as X- 0 = So =0.

otherwise everything scales with type
- "X" Jusing Upmparthe

intermediate

scaring (
so, he require that the coefficients match. Usean intermediate
vanable: recall first

O(Xx1yrxynws(t)
"

(F5rds) LH OUTER

x> yy14e-)," 35-1ds RH OUTER

3- YY = RAiN x =1+ 5(2)X,a,(x) =s INNER



⑳
matching x-1 = 0.4x = 0,X BeCo,1)

then afot gives o">0*X-1 and Xt I& Idependingan
sign(II(

Take 30 to match inner with RH enter:

Yo = RoAiIX)=RoAil*/vi-P)-RocF(**)"+e-yoMixxe
a

yr+ 1)11y e-
1," slds

↑ lets = 171 mthy smallance

xis closeto 1.

1"sIds =1
*

2' (ItEn1""dn
w

Justthis

neglect at
= Ez(x-11 leading

then, at leading order, order

ayouoxneXP [Ask/.5(d$131243127
~ oceXp21K]

And y =d2yz - Go in Fine-con
I cannow

establishFercoefficients to be equal: oiin = din or scaling!

:a =a"4 = 15' = 20 and 80 = st

Maching - Inner (Xt-N) with Monter(x-1)
As before: N-1 = 0, x = 0X wth Jt10(1), X-arali), ICO.

Yo (x) = RoAilaFol -dioandok+
-

-

ajto - relevant expansion.



-IROxLlYLosIaSoEraEsca 15 = 6 - 1
⑭

EM4

↑

aPirtiLYWsIENETEEllet cometes
Notethat

( o,"4 and
you twositin

1-x)"4
terms
match

v

= We require

tows a
-

1")-arilE+
W

Expanding the silos terms:

n [coslalcosw+ania/aniw]- Canl/cosw +cos(sinw]
Note that we contains unich varies I recall- notmatching at a

↳ hence equanity must hold tw
single paint)

: Sefficients of Cosw term must be equal:

toursat
a

re-1- snwterm-"- ·

itanks) = (as atOE
sn=E+n+ and asso

we need n -> &

:
En = n = 1+4n -> energy levels (his was the

objective!(



⑳Also, cost,l=wslI +n+) =H1"
↓
Have determinedall theE Po =R = 27119 codticents in terms of 40
- we can't determine Go

All together:
as we are dealing with

a unear delt.equation
RHOUTR

you llxel/51ds XI, x#
with homogeneous BCs

y(x) =0,y((0) = 0So

multiplying any solv~ 231JF PoAi/ET INNERS by a constantgives

~I ws IEn!"JFsrds) LorteAl
another solution.


